
UniBasic Debugger Cheat Sheet Dan McGrath

Launching The Debugger Breakpoints & Tracepoints

<ProgName> -D Start immediately (ECL Command) Note: These commands do not stop DEBUG statements in the 
program code from dropping into the Debugger

<ProgName> -E Start on warning or error (ECL Command) BD Displays the break table.  Commonly used 
with BC, BU and BE

<ProgName> -F Start on fatal error (ECL Command) B [v] –A [x] Breaks once variable [v] has changed [x] 
times.

DEBUG Start upon executing this statement (In 
source code) B [v] –E [x] Breaks on every [x] changes of variable 

[v]

Controlling the Program B [v] –?[v]=”[y]” Breaks when variable [v] is changed to 
equal the literal [y]

OUT Continues execution until it reaches the calling 
program BC Clears all breakpoints

END Forces termination of the program, returning to 
the calling paragraph BC [num] Clear the breakpoint number [num] (as 

found from BD)

ABORT Forces termination of the program, returning to 
ECL BL [x] Creates a breakpoint for line [x]

E, N or G Continues execution until the next break-point BG [label] Creates a breakpoint for label [x]

G [y] Continues execution until the next break-point BU As per all BC options, but disable instead 
of clear

E [x] [y]
Continues execution for [x] lines or until the 
next break-point. Optionally starting from line 
[y]

BE As per all BU options, but enable instead 
of disable

E [x] R [y]
Continues execution for [x] lines or until the 
next breakpoint. Repeat this each time <Enter> 
is pressed. Optionally starting from line [y]

T, TD, TC, TL, 
TG, TU and TE

As per all equivalent B commands, but as 
tracepoints not breakpoints. Tracepoints

N [x] [y] As per the equivalent E command, but external 
subroutines only count as 1 line Handling variables

N [x] R [y] As per the equivalent E command, but external 
subroutines only count as 1 line \[v] Displays content of variable or array [v], 

allowing you to modify it's content.*

PG [label] Proceeds to the label [label] \* Display entire debugger symbol table

PL [x] Proceeds to the line [x] SZ [v] Displays the size of variable [v]

PP [prog] Proceeds to the program [x] SF [v] [F] Opens file [F] to already existing variable [v]

Executing Commands SF [v] -R [F] Opens file [F] to already existing variable [v] in 
read-only mode

:[cmd] Executes the ECL command [cmd] FI [v] Displays file info such as type, name, path, 
index and permissions from handle var [v]

![cmd] Executes the OS command [cmd] W [v] Sets a watch on var [v]. You can have more 
then one if separated by commas.

Debugger Control WD Displays all variables under watch

ES [name] Saves breakpoints, tracepoints and watches to 
the as [name] in the _DEBUG_ file WC [v] Clears a watch on var [v]. You can do more 

then one if separated by commas

EL [name] Loads breakpoints, tracepoints and watches to 
the as [name] in the _DEBUG_ file Miscellaneous

V Toggles Visual Mode. In Visual Mode it will 
display each line of code as it is executed. H Displays a summary of debugger commands

P Toggles display or suppression of program 
output to the screen H [cmd] Displays help on a specific command or topic

$ Displays current line number and name of the 
program ? Displays the current call stack

L Lists 10 source lines the current line. WD Displays all variables under watch

L [s] Lists 10 source lines starting from line [s]

L [s],[e] List source lines from line [s] to line [e]
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